
SETTING THE SCENE
THE POPULARITY of pools in the UK is on the

increase, thanks to rising disposable incomes,

increased lifestyle pressures,and a greater awareness

of the march of inactivity and obesity-related

conditions sweeping the nation.As this market grows,

it is important that we are aware of the risks that pools

can present and how we can combat them.

In 2002 the ISRM,along with Peter Mills of QLM,

decided to address this issue by bringing together all

pool-related best practice within the industry and

putting it together under one award. A lengthy

feasibility study was undertaken which reinforced

the need and demand; as a result, the National Pool

Safety Award (NPSA) was born.

To date, 66 pools have undertaken NPSA,and the

feedback has been encouraging. As the ISRM’s

business development manager, I felt it important

to understand from an operator’s point of view a

number of things about the award. Firstly, what

motivated operators to undertake it in the first place,

and secondly how they found the experience, in

order that I may be able to improve it.

Paul Redfearn, from Bilston Leisure Centre in

Wolverhampton,has recently completed the award.

I visited him to find out his views on NPSA.

IW: What made you take NPSA?

PR: Initially, it was just a badge-gaining exercise.But

once I got down to the detail I realised there was

actually a great deal more value to it. It became

a catalyst to make us look carefully at our

procedures, staffing and standards, with the

assurance that what we were doing was

recognised as industry best practice. Some of

the learnings from the award are now being

duplicated in adjoining centres.

IW: Did you consider any other awards?

PR: Not really, we had gone through a number of

other awards previously, but none that really

focused in this much detail on the wet side

of our operation. We went through a

rigorous process before finally taking the

plunge. This involved setting up a focus

group consisting of representatives from

training and development, customer services,

head of section, facility manager and

operations manager. Together, we went

through the self-assessment document and

assessed whether or not it would be viable.

Once we had decided it was, we set about

preparing an action plan and signed up.

IW: Was there enough information in the self-

assessment questionnaire to make a decision?

PR: I didn’t feel that the questionnaire fully

represented the PAS 39 and 65; a guide to use

of the PAS from ISRM would have helped. I

didn’t realise how central to the award satisfying

both elements of PAS would be.

(PAS stands for Publicly Available Specification,

which is a standard approved by the British

Standards Institute (BSI) as representing best

practice for the stated area of work. PAS 39

focuses on pool water treatment and PAS 65 on

operations within swimming pools.) 
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Award raises
pool standards

Could your site benefit from getting involved in the ISRM’s National Pool
Safety Award? Ian Wakefield speaks to the manager of a leisure centre
which has recently completed the NPSA

Paul Redfearn at
Bilston Leisure Centre.
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IW: How would you rate your knowledge of safety

before the award on a scale of zero to 10, with

10 being excellent?

PR: That’s hard to say, but I guess around six

beforehand.Afterwards, I would say my rating

went up to seven, but the gaining of knowledge

for me was not the most important factor. I

gained the most from understanding the

jigsaw and how everything fitted together

within it; it also highlighted areas of weakness

for me and reinforced things we were doing

well. I take a great deal of pride in the health

and safety standards at the centre and I think

the safety improved marginally after the award.

However, like I said, the reassurance of

knowing what we were doing was good, which

I found very encouraging. It’s a question of

recognition, isn’t it?

IW: What do you feel are the main benefits from

having done NPSA? 

PR: We have raised our game through gaining the

award. In order to comply with the

requirements of the NPSA, the centre spent

almost £2,500, which included the award fee

and things like additional signage,

improvements in the plant room,

microbiological testing and improving

procedures. In summary, it was like looking at

the facility and the service we were providing

with ‘fresh eyes’ and I am comfortable that the

money has been well spent.

IW: How will you maintain the standards you have

achieved in order to satisfy the NPSA?

PR : The  procedures that we have changed have

changed for a good reason and now form part

of the culture. I also find it’s much easier to

provide evidence about our procedures should

this be required.

IW: Will you inform the public about the award?

PR: Having only just passed , there’s a lot more

we need to do. But for now, our PR

department has taken a number of pictures

and will be circulating these, along with an

article, to around 12,000 council employees,

which makes me very proud.

IW: Do the centre staff have awareness of the award?

PR: Yes they are fully aware of the award and share

my pride in our success. They have been kept

aware via team briefings and lifeguard meetings

and, of course, their cooperation has been

required in order to implement some of the

changes.

IW: Did you find the mystery visit helpful and what

feedback did you get?

PR: Initially we failed the ‘mystery visit’,which came

as a bit of a shock. The auditor found two

lifeguards standing together chatting for an

hour. As a result of this, we have introduced

lifeguarding zones to our NOP (normal

operating procedures); it has also made staff

much more aware of the implications of this

type of behaviour.

IW: How did you find the assessor?

PR: He was extremely helpful,very professional and

applied absolutely no pressure; everything we

did was our choice. He highlighted a number

of areas that required attention. For example,

there are six entrances to our pool. While

washing down changing areas at the end of

sessions we used to leave these open. The

assessor asked us what would happen if a young

child left in one of the changing rooms

wandered out into the pool area while we were

cleaning? This was something we hadn’t

considered and we now lock these doors while

cleaning is in process. It’s just a simple thing but

could make the difference between life and

death for a child. The assessor also highlighted

the fact that the number of air changes in the

pool area was insufficient, and could be

adversely affecting the atmosphere for staff and

customers; in order to rectify this problem we

are awaiting quotes and it remains on our

action plan.

IW: Do you think there was anything we could

improve about the award?

PR: From the start of the process to the end has

taken about six months; I think this process

could be speeded up.

IW: Would you recommend other centres

undertake NPSA?

PR: Other centres in our local authority have

already seen the benefits we have

demonstrated by going through the award and

are currently giving it consideration; I think it

creates ‘healthy competition’ between centres

to be the best and I have volunteered to  act

like a ‘buddy’ to any other centres in our local

authority that take it up.

SUMMARY
I hope Paul’s experience of the award has proved

useful to those of you who are currently considering

undertaking the NPSA, or to those of you who are

endeavouring to improve the safety and standards

at your facility. I think you will agree the examples

mentioned above have certainly improved the safety

of the pool.

Paul has given some good feedback about the

process which I take on board and I will do what I

can to improve the experience for future applicants.

Please note that we have recently introduced a new

self-assessment form,which is designed to make the

process easier to negotiate.

MORE INFORMATION: Email the ISRM’s
business development manager Ian Wakefield
at i.wakefield@isrm.co.uk or visit
www.isrm.co.uk

‘I take a great deal of 
pride in the health 
and safety standards 
at the centre and I think
the safety improved
marginally after 
the award’


